Congratulations to the 2012-2013 Urban Fellows!

**Georgia State University**
**College of Law**
Jordan Alford
Michael Arndt
Isaac Asher
Cara Batenhorst
Silviia Baykoucheva
Mary Carr Bendeck (Returning Fellow)
Joe Brock
Mark Bryce
Robert Cairns
Lisa Cupid (Returning Fellow)
Christopher Delgado
Francis Dixson (Returning Fellow)
Jordan Edwards
Gregory Fosheim
James Gallagher (Returning Fellow)
Jennifer Grant
Susan Haynes
Max Holland (Returning Fellow)
Joseph Leonard
Matthew Littlefield (Returning Fellow)
Karissa Orris
Daniel Parker
Hanish Patel (Returning Fellow)
Erin Petre
Blake Poole
Hap Richardson
Krystle Roberts
John Schleicher
Samuel Shapiro
Jill Skinner
Leslie Smith (Returning Fellow)
Candace Sneed
Monica Spitzer
April Springfield
Clinton Tankersley (Returning Fellow)
Jacob Vail (Returning Fellow)
Jamie Witter

**Department of Community Psychology**
Irene Daboin

**Department of Criminal Justice**
Shila Hawk-Tourtelot (Returning Fellow)

**Department of Philosophy**
Jonathan Ravenelle

**Department of Sociology**
Amanda Atwell
Amanda Dorrington
Laquanda Jackson
Nasim Mahboubi
Renee Shelby
Renee Skeete (Returning Fellow)
Keisha Tate

**School of Art and Design**
Cotter Christian

**College of Education**
Calvin Cole
Staeshe Collins
Cecil Davison
Angela Montfort
Judy Orton
Mili Thomas

**Institute of Public Health**
Madhubanti Ganguly

**Georgia Tech**
**School of City and Regional Planning**
Thomas Douthat
Patrick Terranova

**Emory University**
**Law School**
Helen Jubran
Nick Chandler
Courtney Ginn
Wilson McCauley
Patrick McNally
Terri Montague
Anthony Thompson

**Andrew Young School of Policy Studies**
Lorenzo Almada (Returning Fellow)
Isaac Boring (Returning Fellow)
Jacqueline Bress (Returning Fellow)
Lillie Madali
Nilay Manzagol

**College of Arts and Sciences**
**Department of Communications**
Christopher Rhodes
Nick Sciullo